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We make it easy to reach custom audiences across TV formats.
How It WorksWhy Addressable TVOur ApproachNew-to-TV Solutions

Custom ‘trendsetter’ audience boosts positive awareness of Lacoste
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Finecast was tasked with boosting brand appeal among younger consumers for Lacoste. They did this by finding the trendsetting audience and delivering ads to them through advanced TV platforms. The campaign was successful, with Lacoste seeing positive lifts in aided awareness, brand consideration, and customer forecast.
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From planning to reporting, Finecast platform applications enable end-to-end management of addressable TV campaigns.
Technology

Request a demo
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For any brand and every level of TV advertising experience, we make sure our clients' marketing budgets fulfill their full potential.
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Custom ‘trendsetter’ audience boosts positive awareness of Lacoste
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Finecast was tasked with boosting brand appeal among younger consumers for Lacoste. They did this by finding the trendsetting audience and delivering ads to them through advanced TV platforms. The campaign was successful, with Lacoste seeing positive lifts in aided awareness, brand consideration, and customer forecast.
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We are a group of people with a passion for technology and a strong belief in how it will continue to shape the future of TV advertising.
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Job OpeningsLocations
Addressable is TV now a $56bn industry
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A new report on the addressable TV market published today by Ampere Analysis in partnership with GroupM Nexus’s addressable TV solution Finecast and Microsoft Advertising, finds that the global addressable TV sector is now a $56bn industry. This is set to rise by over 50% to $87bn by 2027.

The report was informed by over 100 interviews with advertisers, streamers and agencies – and supported by extensive bottom-up market modelling and quantitative consumer research.

5 minutes read
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Keep up to date on addressable TV with our blogs, articles and research.
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A-Z of Addressable TVBlog PostsResearchAd Spotlight
Ad Spotlight: Cécile Douillard, Global Head of Growth, Addressable Content, Hogarth (WPP) 
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Our guest this month is Cécile Douillard. With experience in the media trading, measurement and data, and creative corners of the industry, Cécile has a comprehensive understanding of the addressable TV landscape. In her current role, she oversees the growth of addressable content, helping a wide range of clients capitalise. 
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Your single access point to addressable TV
Enabling brands to reach new audiences across all TV environments.
Discover How It Works




Your brand deserves the power of the big screen.
Effectively connect with audiences on the world's most powerful medium and get measurable results at an affordable price.



Discover the ability of addressable TV

TV is no longer just a tool for mass awareness in which advertisers fight for primetime slots. TV has evolved into a meticulous tool for capturing the attention of custom audiences.
How it worksWhy addressable TV



Custom audiences
at your fingertips

We create custom audiences by using the market's most robust datasets to precisely target viewers across the addressable TV ecosystem. And we do it all with Finecast Audience Planner.
Our approachNew to TV?



What our clients say about us

From finance to pet food, we work across all industries.
See all success storiesBecome a partner


The brand lift study conducted by Finecast for our SS22 campaign was very thorough and helpful. It provided key insights that we plan to implement into future paid media initiatives, which will help shape and guide our messaging and targets.

Deyvanshi Masrani, Senior Brand Manager
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TV was an obvious choice for building brand equity and awareness around our new car-buying platform. To avoid wastage we looked at TV in a different way to how we may have tackled it previously – by using addressable or non-linear TV advertising – which ultimately could prove to be a more cost effective solution to target in-market audiences.

Darren Pitt, Marketing Director, Haymarket Automotive
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By using Finecast’s custom targeting and single access point to addressable TV, we have been able to maximise our client’s budget and efficiency through the incremental reach of cat owners that care. The premium environment of TV provided Royal Canin with the most engaging platform for their creative.

Marine Heng, Media Planner, Mediacom
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The addressable TV campaign run through Finecast clearly demonstrated a positive impact on our brand health metrics. We will be looking to include addressable TV in our future campaigns.

Fabien Callens, Marketing Director, Kenneth Green Associates
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We partnered with Finecast to generate a market-leading understanding of how to use TV in the ‘new normal’ digital age. By doing so we have developed and equipped ourselves with a planning USP which will inform our future investment decisions.

Sam Taylor, Head of Group Commercial/Performance Marketing
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Our network worldwide

We are part of GroupM Nexus, the world's largest performance marketing organisation. Our global reach extends to over 10 countries with more on the horizon.
About usWork with us



Latest thinking

Keep up to date on addressable TV with our blogs, articles and research.
See all
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Ad Spotlight: Cécile Douillard, Global Head of Growth, Addressable Content, Hogarth (WPP) 
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Tapping into different audience demographics with addressable TV
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Leveraging the power of commerce data with addressable TV
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From automotive to pet products: Leveraging addressable TV for all categories
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Get in touch
We'd love to hear from you. Click below to get in touch.
Contact usRequest demo
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